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Birds and mysterious creatures from the underworld assemble for a ceremony in the nocturnal
landscape of Leonora Carrington’s The Pomps of the Subsoil. The pomps of the title describe the
feast occasion or, as Whitney Chadwick suggested, identify the human-like figures as psychopomps,
spirits accompanying souls to the underworld. [1] Rather than death, life and fertility dominate the
work and the guests to the magical picnic are attending the sprouting of a new tree at the centre of
the composition.

The many different birds present commune with one another and also the human-hybrid figures. A
bird of prey is standing guard in the foreground, watching over the scene, while the green parrot
above stares knowingly back at the viewer. While the animals are initiated into the secretive
proceedings, we as viewer are on the outside. The human-like figures are slowly merging with the
natural and plant world. One is growing into a tree from its head, another has the barbels of a fish, a
third developed what perhaps looks like wings. Like many of Carrington’s literary and visual works,
the painting foregrounds harmonious interspecies relationships and the mysterious regenerative
power of nature and as such constitutes a questioning of human exceptionalism.

Colour plays an important role in the work, as demonstrated by the three figures being dressed in
the primary colours blue, yellow, and red. In areas of the painting, Carrington scraped back the
paint to reveal lighter paint layers below and the texture of the canvas support. Light reflects from
the light paint ground and makes the colours appear especially vibrant. The scraping technique is
particularly well visible in the red coat and lower right corner, where the birds are merging with the
rocks they are sitting on. The artist made use of the texture of the canvas and the varying
transparency and opacity of the paint to create a multi-layered landscape which appears alive and in
transformation. In the iconography as well as through her specific painting technique, the human,
animal, plant and mineral worlds become alive and begin to metamorphose and merge.

Helen Bremm, June 2022

[1] Whitney Chadwick, ‘Pilgrimage to the Stars: Leonora Carrington and the Occult Tradition’, in
Leonora Carrington: Paintings, drawings and sculptures 1940–1990, ed. by Andrea Schliecker
(London: Serpentine Gallery, 1991), pp. 24–33 (p. 28).
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